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g-ANALOGUES OF p-ADIC FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Jin-Woo Son and Min-Soo Kim

0. Introduction

Let Z and N denote the ring of integers and the set of all positive 
integers respectively and let Q, R, C, Qp, and Cp denote the field 
of rational numbers, the field of real numbers, the field of complex 
numbers, the field of p-adic rational numbers, and the completion of 
the algebraic closure of respectively. R>o is denoted by the set 
consisting of all positive 호eal numbers and 0 and J denote the set N 
with the p-adic valuation | which is normalized as \p\ — p-1； hence 
J is-t^arded as a dense subset nf the p-adic integer ring-Zp.

The purpose of this paper is to give generalized Fourier transforms 
on test functions which is important to the study of p-adic quantum 
mechanics. Our goals are to construct p-adic q-Fourier transform on 
X, which is defined in section 2. In section 1, we will introduce already 
known results to obtain ou호 results in section 2. In section 2, we study 
the ^-analogues of p-adic Fourier transforms on the space of bounded 
functions.

1. p-adic Fourier transforms of test functions on

Recently new models of quantum physics were proposed on the basis 
of p-adic number field The p-adic Fourier transforms are important 
to the study of p-adic quantum mechanics. Integral of the form

/ Xp(^>(T)cZx, & W € Q 
如

is called p-adic Forier transforms of test function 7?(x)(see [7]).
Any p-adic number x =4 0 is uniquely represented m the canonical 

form x = p7(zo + xip + x^p2, + ••,), where 7 = 7(x) E Z and x3 are 
integers such that 0 < < p — 1, To > 0, j = 0,1,2,--.
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The field is a commutative and associative group with respect 
to addition. Q* = — {0} is a commutative and associative group
with respect to multiplication.

From the representation of p-adic number z 0, the fractional part 
(x}p of a number x € Qp is given by

J 0 if 7 > 0 or a: = 0,
X p \ P7(xo + X1P + x2p2 T------卜 2]이_用지T) ifg v 0.

The space Qp = Qp x Qp x • • • x Qp consists of points x = • • •,
xn),Xj G Qpyj = 1,2, • ■ ,n. The norm on is \x\p = maxi^^n \x3 |p, 
$ G Q；・ This is a non-Archimedean norm since \x+y\p < max(|xjp, |y|p),

G Qp. The space Q； is a clearly complete metric locally-compact 
and totally disconnected space. We introduce the inner product by 
< x,y >= xiyi + •…+ xnyn] x,y e From this, the following 
Schwartz inequality is valid: | < > |p < \x\p\y\py x,?/ € Q；.

Denote by By(a) the ball of radius p7 with center at the point a € Q； 
and by S7(a) its boundary (sphere). For the notational convenience 
let By(0) = By and S7(0) = S7, 7 € Z. If a = (ai, , an) € Q； then
B7(a) = B7(ai) x • • ■ x B7(an) in B7(a) and S7(a) are clearly 
closed-open sets.

An additive character of an additive group is a continuous com
plex valued function

X ： QP —> C
satisfying the conditions; (i) |x(£)| = 1 and (ii) + y) = x(c)x(g)> 

E Qp. It is clear that every additive character of the 丘시d is a
character of any group B” 7 € Z.

The function xP(^x) = exp(27rz{^x}p) for every fixed $ £ Qp is an 
additive character on the field and the group By (see [7]). From the 
definition of the fractional part we have {x+y}p = {x}p + {y}p—TV, N = 
0,1.

The Haar measure dx is the (essentially) unique invariant measure 
on the additive group C : fo호 any a € d(x + a) = dx. Its 
normalization is fixed by taking the measure of the set of p-adic 
integers, as equal to 1: 卩(四) = & dz = 日꾀 dx = 1.

Let us now take the set of numbers with a given p-adic norm p7. 
Cleary

〃({| 끼p =P7}) = 而-%)-/心F%) =7户(1 _广).
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That is

The formula (1.1) is essentially all that is needed for integration over 
or any of its subsets.

Proposition 1.1 [7]. Fory e Z,
(a) fsy,Xo=kdx k = l,2,■■- ,P-1.
(b) fsy,xojtk^x = — p) > " = 1>2, —L

(c) Js”i=k de =(' 一 ')，Z = 1,2, • • • , k = 0,1,2, ■ •-, 

p — L
(d) For Z = 0,1,2^ ••-)0 < < p — 1, 0)

/ dx =pdT).
J S、, xq=k& x j —kI, * , —-kj

(e) For 7 £ Z, let Xp be the additive character of the Held 
Then.

I XpS)血=p'Q(Wlp), 
J%

where Q(a) is 1 if Q < a < 1 and 0 if a > 1.
(f) Let xp be the additive character of field Then we have

a， I히点厂 

js^x)dx=]项"冊=广+】 

[o, ieiP>p-7+2.

A complex-valued function /(x) defined on is called locally- con
stant if for any point x € there exists an integer Z(x) € Z such 
that

f(x +x) = /(x), \x\p <
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The set of locally-constant functions on denotes as 5 = £(QP). We 
call it a test function if every function from 5 with compact support. 
When the set of test function is linear, we denote it by P = P(Qp). 
Let 夕 C 2). Then there exists Z € Z, such that

+ x) = xf e Bi, x e Qp.

Such largest number I we call the parameter of constancy of a function
I = Let T)lN = Z)]v(Qp) be denoted by the set of test function 

with support in the disc Bn and with parameter of constancy > I. Let 
夕 £ Its Fourier-transform F\<p] = 0 is defined by the formula

(L2) 褪、)=[xp(&)夕(z)血，g e
0

Proposition 1.2 [7]. The —x京 :둨 的玲li恥哙f
isomorphism T> onto P, and also have the inversion Fourier-transform 
formula

夕 3) = / Xp(-戒)0(£)d& 如pg. 
丿Qp

Thus the Parseval-Steklov equalities are valid:

河z渺(z)dz = / 任)<p,V> e P,

¥)(3部(硏 dx = / 0(、伽任)d& 甲,p CT).

2. p-adic ^-analogue Fourier transforms Fq[fp] = fpq

Now let us consider a bounded function /(x) defined on J and taking 
its values in Cp, namely /(x) G Cp and there exists a constant L 
depending on f such that \f(x)\ < L for any x € J. The set B(J,Cp) 
of all bounded functions makes an algebra over Cp under the pointwise 
addition and multiplication.

Let Z/p-^Z be the residue class ring of the rational integer ring Z 
module pN (TV G N), and is a primitive pN-th root of unity in Cp.
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Then functions ^mx of x e Z (m = 0,1, ••- ,pN — 1) are all the char
acters of the additive group of Z/p^Z. We identify any of the induced 
function on Z/p^Z. For any given bounded function f G B(J,CF) we 
make an induced function 扩(工、)on Z/p^Z by

(2.1) 尸(£) = f I x-pN (x G Z),

where [z\g denotes the greatest integer not exceeding the real number 
z, namely [ ]g means the Gauss' symbol.

If 5 € C, and assume again that |q| V 1. If q = 1 + £ € Cp, we 
normally assume \t\p < 1. We shall further suppose that ordpt > 
so that qx = exp(z logp g) for \x\p < 1.

We use the notation

1 — QX
(是) 园="=〔3

Thus, we obtain limg一」[z; g] = % for any x with |x|p < 1.
For any fixed positive integer d we easily see that

(2-3)
p-1

—I__ V otdpN = 1.

Let J be a fixed positive integer, and let p be a fixed prime number. 
Let

X = hm(Z/dpNZ).
V

where the map from to for M > N is a. reduction
mod dpN. Let a + dpN^p = {xEX\x^a (mod dpN)}. Without loss 
of generality, we may always choose a so that 0 < a < dpN. Also,

(2.4) q노(职⑶ = (J (a + bdpN) * dpN十 1 炳 (disjointed union).
0<b<p

We write a + dpN Zp = a + (dpN).
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Proposition 2.1 [3]. Let(j,q be given by

(2.5) 心+(航))：=0两=丽商.

Then extends to a distribution on the compact open sets U C X.

Remark 2.2. For the ordinary p-adic distribution 伽 defined by 
(see [4])

伽(a +(如"))=方打，

aplN
we see

lim /丄q =卩&

We can evaluate fx fdp，q as the limit

(2-6)

/ fdfiq = lira •")向(a + (</pN))
Y N—*8 d 7A 0<a<dpN

dpN~l
=I网匚f(a)qa-

Also, we have(see [3])

/ 四S)= / j祯;)由&(g).
Jx JzP

Thus we easily see that

I d 卩，q(工)—/ dflq(花))
Jx JZp

because we set f = L
Now, for f E B(Ji Cp) we will construct the p-adic g-Fourier trans- 

from Fq[fP] = on Cp. If limg_i :爲=有】=宥，声 is similar to 
Fourier transform on the complex number field C.
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We consider the Fq[fp] = fPg as

亍标、y)=[俄产⑴由如⑴

Jx
(2.7) dpP-i

=熙网2済叩(財，Q.

Thus this function f^g is g-analogue form of the Fourier transform.
Also its inverse g-angdogue Fourier transform is

产0) = ] L"：爲(y)/引g(g)

(2.8) 如，-1 〜〜
=鬼丽多-『(，)，心

since

Jx L帀"9d如

=[CXy f 叩 g(z')叩g(g)
Jx Jx
=[尹(z‘) I 好'g-R四(g)由如3')

Jx Jx
=f心+ [ 尹(z') /户'—以厂Wq(小四(z‘)

JX.z^x1 JX

=W)

Hence we get:

Proposition 2.3. Let f g B(J,Cp) and assume that f^q e B(J, 
Cp). Then for ail x G Z

尹3)=[广功瓦(；)厂W火/).

Jx

In this case, we calls fpq is p-adic g-Fourier transform of fp.
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Proposition 2.4. If 卩q = /zo, then：

•呼 li Jx L 吁’q(g)q-，d四(饥=Jx L町弓 3)叩 o(3).
• f^M = limp-8 金 C9Xfi(xl y GZ.
• #(z) = limp-8 志疔岩t(L叮73), xeZ.

This formula resembles the formula of a finite Fourier transform 
argume효t in [2],[5],and [8].

COROLLARY 2.5. If we consider a sequence of partitions of Zp, then

如J

RZp)= U BM)
J=o

and computes /(x)d/zo(^) as the limit

f 捫_1
/ f(x)dfio = lim £ f(x)瓦N，
% n-8 M 岫

£ e
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